
Army of Zero Excellent £15.00
Card and dice based combat game in which the players' teams of warriors battle each other. Players 
choose when each warrior will fight and whether to attack or defend. Includes 84 character cards, 8 
attack / defence cards and dice. The cards also include a hidden puzzle, which there was originally a prize 
for solving.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2009 2 2 2 -

Acqua Dolce Good £8.00
Card game in which the players compete to fill the requirements of a common aquarium. In order to do this 
players play cards to fulfil objectives. To win a player must get rid of all of their cards in hand while 
fulfilling their goals. The game takes some ideas from Rummy, but adds its own new twists.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2009 2 5 2,3,4,5 8

Birds on a Wire Excellent £15.00
Players are trying to make sets of birds of various size an colour on their own power lines. The "sets" are a 
bit like in the game "Set" where either all aspects must be the same or different.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2009 2 5 2,3,4,5 8

Black Monday Good £5.00
Card game, originally published in a book by Sid Sackson called Card Games Around the World. Includes 
104 cards and play-money. Share dealing game in which the cards have a dual use - both as groups of 
shares and also as stock price cards. Thus the cards in one's hand must be used wisely to make purchases 
cheaply, modify prices and make sales to produce substantial gain.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1988 2 6 2,3,4,5,6 10

Camel Up Cards In shrink £12.00
Card version of the gorgeous and well received betting game Camel Up.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2016 2 6 2,3,4,5,6 6
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Career Poker Good £6.00
Card game. Players win tricks (but with the twist that cards can be played in combinations as well as being 
played singly - called a 'Climbing' game). Each 'trick' can be only one type of combination (eg. a pair), but 
players can keep playing higher sets until everyone passes. The objective is to get rid of all your cards. At 
the end of each round, all players will receive a title, from boss down to the dishwasher. Players change 
seats between each round in keeping with their status. At the start of each hand players must swap some 
cards, such that the better positions get more favourable cards while the lower positions get the dross.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
0 4 8 5,6,7,8 10

Carnival Good £9.00
The players construct Fun Fairs with roller coasters, ferris wheels, bumper cars and more. The objective 
is to be the first to open your completed attraction and so have the crowds come rushing in to spend their 
money! Game play makes use of dice which are used to perform actions allowing the players to gain, trade 
and discard cards which will help towards their goals. In order to complete a ride the correct number of 
matching cards must be obtained.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2011 2 4 2,3,4 10

Code Breaker Good £9.00
Previously printed as Genius Rules. This is a very nice little inductive reasoning game. Essentially one player 
is the code master and draws a rule card. The other players then have to work out what that rule is. The 
rule involves a repeating order in which cards may be laid. The cards show various geniuses from history, 
split into two time periods and leaders, thinkers and artists. The rules as they stand omit a crucial 
sentence - ask me when you buy it! Recommended.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1998 2 4 - 10

Coppertwaddle In shrink £4.00
Card game with a medieval English theme. Players attempt to be the first to get eight face up cards into 
play, but this is far from easy as the cards allow you to interfere with your opponent's every plan. The 
game plays rather like a CCG, but all the cards are contained in just this set. There are a variety of 
strategies to explore and the game will take several plays to get the feel of fully. If you like the medieval 
theme and the feel of Magic: The Gathering, then this is well worth trying out.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2000 2 2 2 10

Cornucopia In shrink £11.00
Card game in which players try to fill their basket with a collection of fruit and vegetable cards. Collecting 
a wide variety is valuable, as is specialising in a single type. You can also score by successfully predicting 
whether other players will succeed in their goals. Game play involves deciding how many cards you will pay 
for on your turn in order to try to fill a basket, and other players get the chance to bet if they think you 
will / won't succeed. Fast and fun.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2010 2 5 2,3,4,5 8
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Dancing Dice Good £5.00
Dice game in which the players are taking part in a dancing competition. The dice are rolled and arranged 
into two sequences of 3 dice, with one reroll allowed. The various 3-dice combinations are ranked (and each 
rank has a dance name).When everyone has arranged their dice the dances are compared and players with 
less impressive dances move down the rating track. Some dance combinations give special advantages too.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2004 2 6 3,4,5,6 8

Dicke Dämonen Good £10.00
The players are magicians who take it in turn to summon ghosts and demons into a world delineated by 
several overlapping coloured strings which indicate the invisible fields of elemental power. Ghosts can only 
be summoned to the centres of these fields, and will stop demons appearing in the same area. Demons 
appear on the edges of their elemental field. At some point during the game the players will each predict 
that a different elemental power will be strongest - but of course the earlier you make such a prediction 
the more time the other players have to mess with it. Limited edition (300 copies only) 2014 version, 
German but components are international and English rules are included.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2014 1 4 2,3 10

Down Under Good £5.00
Tile laying game in which each player has a set of tiles with their own coloured paths, as well as neutral 
paths which show various animals. Players lay their tiles so as to form paths, with a few cunning 
restrictions, so that any path section will only ever belong to one player. When the tiles are played players 
score for the length of their path and also get bonus points for the animals they have managed to link to. 
Clever ideas as you would expect from Guenter.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2007 2 4 2,3,4 10

Dracula Good £15.00
Count Dracula has left Transylvania for London. However Van Helsing is on his trail. Van Helsing must try 
to find and destroy all of Dracula's secret coffins while the Count tries to find five victims. Players can 
move around the board looking at the cards at the various locations and swap over their own cards 
(representing the victims / coffins and assorted henchmen / lesser vampires) and then fighting an enemy 
character if revealed. Card play resolves combat and limits the amount of movement each turn. Clever 
ideas. Part of Kosmos' two player game series.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2003 2 2 2 10
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Die Erbtante Excellent £6.00
Card game. Each player attempts to secure cards which are items to be left in Aunt Marys will. However, 
the game can end either with Aunt Mary unmarried in which case she will penalise anyone who has been too 
greedy, or with her marrying one of her boyfriends in which case she doesn't care. However, only as the 
game goes on does it become clear which scenario is going to take place. Heirlooms are auctioned off in 
groups of three in a neat way, with players taking it in turn tobe the auctioneer and influence what is being 
auctioned. There are bonuses for making sets of heirlooms, so it is not just their face value that matters.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1998 3 5 3,4 10

Euphrates & Tigris: Contest of Kings Excellent £5.00
Card game version of the highly regarded tile laying game Euphrat und Tigris. Players place leaders of four 
types into kingdoms and play cards into the kingdoms in order to claim victory points and build ships which 
generate victory points for leaders of the corresponding colours. Players must ensure they get a balance 
of victory points in all four colours as only their lowest scoring colour counts at the end of the game.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2005 2 4 2,3,4 12

Excuses Good £3.00
Card game, with 90 cards divided between situations and excuses. The players have a hand of excuses and 
a situation is turned up. The players then each choose an excuse from their hand. The most appropriate / 
funniest wins the round. A sort of precursor to Apples to Apples.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1989 2 6 - 12

Express Good £7.50
Card game, with 132 cards featuring very nice illustrations of railway rolling stock. The game is a set 
collecting game, similar to Rummy, with sets being complete trains. However, there are also some cards 
which let you steal sections of other players' trains, etc. When a player plays all their cards to the table 
the hand ends and the trains played are scored.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1990 2 6 3,4,5 8

Finale Good £6.00
Soccer card game. The footballers all have good and bad spells during the game which is represented by 
having different strengths on each side of their square cards. Once used a card must be turned to use the 
next side. Neat idea, and plays well. Part of Kosmos' well regarded 2 player square box range. In order to 
perform passing sequences or attacks on goal players must commit different combinations of players to 
the manoeuvre, and the player who commits the greater strength of players gets to move upfield or if 
attacking, score a goal.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1998 2 2 2 10
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Finito! Good £12.00
Clever game of the Take It Easy genre in which all players take a turn at the same time on their own 
board. The board shows numbers from 1-20, and each player has disks numbered 1-12 which are shuffled 
face down to start the game, with three then turned face up at any time. A d20 is rolled and one of the 
face up disks must be placed on that number space. When all have been placed then one is disk is moved 
instead. The objective is to be the first to get their number disks all placed in the right order.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2008 2 4 2,3,4 8

Ghost for Sale Good £10.00
Auction game in which various castles and manors are sold off. However, before a property is sold it is not 
fully known just how haunted it is. A property with no ghosts resident will be unattractive to the tourist, 
just as one which is too haunted will be unpopular. Players can pay the expert Mrs Truelight to check the 
properties before purchase, but this will seriously reduce your profit margins. Note: box worn.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2007 3 5 3,4,5 12

Gloom Good £11.00
Neat card game which uses transparent cards with gothic artwork. Each player has a family of four dark 
characters, and the objective is to have your characters suffer as much as possible before they die. This 
way they will surely be assured of bliss in the afterlife. Thus players play unpleasant experiences and 
events on their own characters and fortunate and happy situations on their opponents. The cards have 
been balanced so that especially good or bad cards will have a compensating game effect. The transparent 
cards overlay each other covering up various symbols on cards below as they are played. Very novel. , cards 
in shrink

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2009 2 4 2,3,4 10

Chinesische Mauer Good £7.00
Card based game in which the players vie for control of various sections of the Great Wall of China. 
Players each have the same set of cards to use during the game, but they will come out in a different 
order. Each turn either a card can be drawn or one can be played - sometimes more than one can be played 
at once. Cards are played to influence a section of wall, and before each player's turn, if they have 
greatest influence over a wall section they gain some of the victory points available from that wall section 
but lose influence for the next round. Thus the game has much tactical interest, especially when combined 
with the hand management aspects. Recommended. German version.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2006 2 5 3,4,5 8
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Hanabi Good £5.00
Very clever cooperative card game. The cards show fireworks with colours and numbers from 1 to 5. The 
objective is for the players together to play as complete a firework display as possible (1-5 in each colour). 
Each player has a hand of cards,but these are held so that only the other players can see them! Players 
then take turns either giving another player information about what is in their hand or playing a card to 
the display or discarding a card. However, giving informationuses up a one of a limited number of chips 
which can only be regained by discarding a card, and very few cards can be placed wrongly before the game 
is lost. Very clever and really makes you think. Recommended.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2013 2 5 2,3,4,5 10

Hellas Good £9.00
Light war game using German style mechanics in which two factions fight over the Greek islands in ancient 
times. Each turn players may increase their ships, men and cards; make a voyage of exploration or make an 
attack. The cards give rule breaking favours from the gods and are very useful. Attack can be overland or 
over sea, and the number of pieces (15mm plastic miniatures) is limited so continuously building up is not an 
option. Ask us for rules clarification / house rules.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2002 2 2 2 10

History's Mysteries Card Game Good £4.00
A Rummy based game by the same designer as the Mystery Rummy series, of which this is a cousin. The 
cards give snippets of information about 10 famous mysteries such as The Loch Ness Monster, The 
Abominable Snowman, Atlantis, Crop Circles etc, and players can meld these either as Fact or Fiction. If at 
the end of the hand more Fact cards have been melded for a particular mystery than Fiction then the Fact 
cards score a bonus and vice versa. A few additional clever rules ensure interesting and competitive game 
play.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2003 2 6 3,4,5 8–12

Hive In shrink £7.50
Highly regarded strategic game for two players consisting of twenty two chunky pieces: eleven each in two 
player colours, representing various types of bee each with a unique way of moving. As the pieces are 
placed they form a shape that becomes the board. The pieces are never eliminated and not all have to be 
played. The object of the game is to totally surround your opponent's queen, whilst at the same time trying 
to block your opponent from doing the same to your queen. Version with Wooden blocks and metalic 
stickers.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2000 2 2 2 8
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Hengist In shrink £8.00
The Romans left Britain 30 years ago, and now the players act as the Saxon brothers Hengist and Horsa 
who feel hard done by in their dealings with Vortigern and so raid the British coastal villages themselves. 
The brother who loots the greater hoard will win great fame. Play involves using cards to land raiding 
parties and traverse the hinterlands using the right card combinations to raid the villages. However, the 
ship moves on so raiding parties need to return to the ship or potentially get left behind.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2015 2 2 2 8

Hera and Zeus Excellent £8.00
Card game, with 86 attractive cards. It features the feud between the husband and wife of the title, each 
one trying to gain favour with the other gods. Each player has a face down array of cards on the table 
representing various characters from the Greek mythology and players get to use actions to draw cards, 
play cards and make attacks on their opponent's hand and grid. The game can be won in various ways such 
as eliminating a player's grid of cards or capturing your opponent's hostage from their hand.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2000 2 2 2 10

Horse Show Good £2.50
Card game in which a series of equestrian events are played out. These can be jumping, dressage, hunter, 
or equitation specialities. Players have a selection of horses each, and one is put forward for each event, 
with the option of playing various assists to enhance the natural ability of the horse and rider in that 
event. The best combination wins the event and keeps the event card as a trophy. Hands are refilled and 
the next event is then played out. The player who wins the most events wins the game.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1997 2 4 - 6

King Arthur: The Card Game Excellent £6.00
Card game. Players collect and play knight cards in sets in order to defeat various foes for victory points. 
When a suitable set of foes have been defeated then a quest card can be claimed for even more victory 
points. The optional rules which make timing important make the game more interesting, so you have to 
watch what your opponents are up to more. An enjoyable light game.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2006 2 5 2,3,4,5 6

Klunker Good £5.00
Unusual card game in which players put out jewellery cards from their hands into their shops in the hope 
that they will be attractive to other players - but not too attractive. These cards are then traded for and 
used to make up sets. There are some clever ideas, such as the scoring mechanism which means that 
collecting loads of cards without watching what you are getting won't actually score all that well, whereas 
being very picky may well do better. Original edition which comes in a larger (but sturdier) box.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1999 3 5 3,4,5 10
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Looting London Excellent £9.00
Set collecting card game with a theme involving 5 crimes in London, 4 of which will be solved by collecting 
evidence tokens for those crimes. The 5th crime will be unsolved and all evidence tokens for that crime 
become worthless. Evidence tokens are collected by handing in sets of matching cards, but only the bottom 
token of each row in a display can be taken at any time. It is also possible to force a token to be discarded 
from the display, and there are bonuses for obtaining the majority of the evidence for a solved crime. 
Quite a bit of tactical decision making and positioning to ensure the right crime remains unsolved.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2008 2 5 2,3,4,5 8

Mango Tango Good £9.00
Card game with the theme of dancing mangoes! The cards come in nine suits and 12 numbers. Players use 
cards to determine whether particular cards are going to be used for the selection criteria at the end of 
the hand. When 5 such cards have been successfully tabled, everyone will have 5 cards left. These score 
their face value as long as they match either the colour or number of one of the cards on the table. A 
clever little system.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2005 2 7 - 10

Medici vs Strozzi Excellent £15.00
Two player version of Reiner Knizia's excellent auction game, Medici. Each player has three boats which 
they try to fill with a variety of goods, and then send to harbour - each harbour only deals in a selection of 
the goods, however, so not all goods may be of value. There is also a bonus for the more heavily laden ship 
in each harbour each turn as well as cumulative points for the player who has delivered the most of each 
type of goods traded in each harbour. Rather than using an auction, one player sets the price of a batch of 
goods, and the other accepts this or refuses it, in which case the player who set the price must take it for 
that amount.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2006 2 2 2 10

Mimic Good £4.00
Unusual set collecting game in which players try to place their scoring cubes onto cards laid out on a 7x7 
grid. Play involves using the special powers on single use cards to bend the rules to best effect in order to 
achieve your goals. In order to place a scoring cube you need to create a set of two pairs of matching 
symbols all of the same colour. However, sets don't have to be in a straight line - they can turn 90 degrees 
at obstacle cards or at the edge of the layout. The graphic design is unusual with kaleidoscopic images of 
animals.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2006 2 3 2,3 8
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Mr. Jack Good £15.00
Deduction game in which one player is Mr Jack (ie. the Ripper), and the other player is trying to work out 
who Jack is and then catch him. The board shows a hex gridded version of Whitechapel in 1888, and eight 
character pieces are in the vicinity. Players take it in turn to move a piece, with the pieces having various 
special abilities. At various points another victim will die, and clever rules about who can see who etc. mean 
the investigating player should be able to deduce who Jack must be after several clues. Once the 
investigator is certain then Jack must be caught. Obviously the Jack player wants to give away as little as 
possible and to avoid being caught. German version, English rules included, components international.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2007 2 2 2 10

Nanuk Good £13.00
The players are tribal Eskimo hunters. A hunt is planned, and the players boast about how long they will 
stay out on the ice for and how many of a particular animal the hunt will catch. At some point someone will 
refuse to increase their boasting and the hunt commences, with players deciding to go on the hunt or 
refusing to because it is too ambitious. Nay sayers get to set aside one card which will score if the hunt 
fails while the hunters can play as many cards as they like, which will both help the hunt succeed and help 
them score points if it succeeds. Lots of bluff, bravado and psyching out your opponents.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2009 5 8 5,6,7,8 10

OddVille Good £13.00
City building card game in which the cards represent the buildings in the city. The players use various 
worker cards, each with a different benefit, which obtain money, take on a project, or obtain resources. 
Buildings can be added to the city when sufficient resources are available, and this scores points. The 
value of buildings is affected by the adjacent buildings, so placement location is important. The game ends 
when a player builds their sixth building.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2012 2 4 2,3,4 12

Oltre Mare Good excellent £10.00
Card driven board game in which the players sail their merchant ships around the Mediterranean. The 
cards are used for many purposes: each shows a type of goods which are collected and when placed in a 
sold goods pile will score according to the number of adjacent cards of the same type (bigger collections 
being more valuable). In addition the cards indicate the actions which a player will perform in their turn: 
the number of cards drawn, money earned, pirates encountered, distance sailed and hold capacity. Game 
play involves card management and trading goods cards between players. Various bonuses are acquired by 
sailing to previously unvisited ports. An interesting and unusual game. (Large boxed American edition.???)

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2004 2 5 2,3,4,5 12
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Hey, That's My Fish! Good £8.00
A very clever tactical game in which each player moves their penguins around the board claiming fish tiles 
of value 1-3. These are worth points at the end of the game. However, these tiles also make up the  so as 
they are removed the remaining tiles get less and less well connected, eventually splitting up into separate 
islands. Eventually every penguin will be left stranded on a single tile and this ends the game. Every turn 
there are many things you need to do, but you may only choose one, and so must select well. Fast to play, 
and highly recommended. Different versions available (e.g. German with larger hex tiles).

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2005 2 4 2,3,4 6

Pass the Bomb Good £7.00
Fun and exciting family / party game based on a simple premise: whoever is holding the 'bomb' when it 
goes off, loses. The timer is a spherical black bomb shaped device with a fuse attached (you don't light it - 
it is an electronic device)!It can go off at any time from 10 seconds to 2 minutes and you cannot tell when 
it will be which makes play frantic. Players must name words using letters on the current card but cannot 
repeat a word in the same round, so if the person before you uses the word you were thinking of you can 
find the ticking makes your mind go quite blank. The bomb makes a disturbing ticking, and a satisfying 
Boom! Won the Daily Telegraph's Game of the Year award. Recommended.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1994 2 10 3,4,5,6,7,

8,9,10
10

Perry Rhodan: The Cosmic League Playable £12.00
Set in the popular German science fiction world of Perry Rhodan, the players take the roles of space 
faring merchants. As well as goods, sometimes passengers are also transported. In order to increase one's 
effectiveness it is possible to increase your cargo space, drive speed, etc. The German edition is part of 
the popular Kosmos 2-player series, and this comes in the same size box.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2010 2 2 2 10

Quest for the Princess In shrink £4.00
Whimsical fantasy card game in which the players are knights seeking to woo the princess by rescuing her 
from the dragon. However, pretty much any knight can defeat a dragon, just as important is making a good 
impression on the royal family by winning tournaments, impressive horse riding and fighting other knights.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2007 3 5 - 12
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Das Riff Good £6.00
Unusual game of catching rare and colourful fish in order to breed specific new combinations. Colourful 
square reef cards showing fishes, sharks, coral, pearls and open sea are placed in rows, some face up and 
some face down. Players use their ships and worms (as bait ?) to explore the reefs, and obtain more boats, 
always looking to obtain breeding pairs which will produce young fish currently in demand. Play is quite 
tactical, but with luck in whether previously unexplored sea regions hold what is desired and in what worms 
become available. The game has a neat 'water-flow' mechanism which drives the replenishment of the 
tiles. Definitely an unusual one and well worth trying. German version (Das Riff).

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2000 2 2 2 8

Rumpelstiltskin In shrink £9.00
Short and sweet 2-player card game, where you try and guess your opponents name. Use the magical 
mischief to find out what the other players name is without revealing your own.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2015 2 2 2 8–10

Shanghaien Good £7.50
From BGG: At the start of each round, six cards are lined up between the players with each card 
corresponding to the numbers 1-6 on a die. The cards show sailors of different nationalities or special 
actions with which the players can influence the die results or enlarge their team. The player take turns 
rolling dice and assigning one of them to a card until a player wants to get out and start shanghaiing, at 
which point the cards are distributed to whoever has more dice on their side. At the end of the game, the 
stronger nationality score victory points equal to the value of the weaker team. Having a monopoly causes 
you to score the value of your own team.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2008 2 2 2 8

Silent But Deadly Night In shrink £5.00
Card game which can be used standalone or together with other Z-man B-Movie cardgames (just shuffle 
them together). 120 cards and takes 2-6 players.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2008 2 6 3,4,5,6 10
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The Stars Are Right In shrink £12.50
Tile based game with a Lovecraftian theme. The players are rival cultists who want to summon all sorts of 
unimaginable evil. However, these summonings can only be performed when the stars are right! The stars 
are represented by a 5x5 grid of tiles and the cultists start with minor occult powers which let them flip a 
tile or move the tiles in one row by one space. This is done in order to bring about the correct star 
patterns to summon evil servitors who will grant the cultists additional powers to manipulate the stars, 
eventually allowing even great Old Ones to be summoned. Every summoning brings the world closer to its 
doom, and thus victory, of sorts, for the most successful cultist!

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2009 2 4 2,3 12

StreetSoccer In shrink £10.00
Five-a-side soccer game played on a 10x6 gridded board with little wooden men. On your turn you roll a 
dice to determine your movement points which you can then use to move your players and kick the ball. 
While getting good dice rolls helps, making good use of your movement points to make the correct passes 
and position players appropriately is also important. The game plays quickly and moves are quick, keeping 
the action level high.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2002 2 2 2 8

Trias Good £8.00
Players each control a species of dinosaur all of which initially start on a large single continent. However, 
as the game goes on bits of the continent break off, and drift apart. The various species attempt to 
dominate the various new land masses On a player's turn action points can be spent to cause a hex tile to 
drift away from the main land mass, migrate dinosaurs to safer or better land areas, rescue swimming 
dinosaurs and/or reproduce. Some very clever mechanics, and really nice little wooden dinosaur pieces too. 
German version, includes English printed rules.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2002 2 5 3,4,5 10

Ubongo Trigo Excellent £8.00
Another update to the Ubongo family of games. This time the shapes the players must use to fit onto their 
boards are all made up from six triangles. The 32 boards are double sided with a hard and an easy side so 
that experts and beginners canstill play together. Fun but intense puzzle style game which comes in a small 
box for easy transportation / storage. English rules included.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2012 1 4 1,2,3,4 8
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Uptown Good £11.00
Very clever game which is best for 2-3 players in my opinion. The board shows a 9x9 grid which is labelled 
by row and column and 3x3 section (so like an empty sudoku grid), and the players each have a set of tiles: 
one for each column, row and 3x3section and one wild tile. Each set is shuffled face down and players draw 
5 tiles at a time, and take it in turn to place a tile on a corresponding space. The objective is to keep your 
tiles in as few groups as possible. There are plenty of options and a clever rule to allow taking over other 
players' spaces in certain circumstances. Simple rules, but many tricky decisions and very satisfying. 
Highly recommended.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2007 2 5 2,3,4,5 8

Venice Connection Good £8.00
Simple tile laying game for two players. Players put down one or two attractively illustrated large tiles to 
add to the canal, trying to ensure that they are the player who completes the canal or makes their 
opponent add a tile so that it is no longer possible to complete it. German version (game components have 
no text).

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1996 2 2 2 8

If Wishes Were Fishes! Good £6.00
The players are fishermen who try to make money from catching and selling fish. Each turn one fish can be 
caught, one fish sold, or a fish in the sea which has a special action (a wish) can be used instead. These 
wishes give the players a variety of options which can be used to good advantage with a little thought. 
Worms are gained or paid when choosing a fish, and there are bonuses for having lots of worms.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2007 2 5 2,3,4,5 10

The Werewolves of Miller's Hollow: Characters In shrink £6.00
22 additional cards for the popular social deduction game "The werewolves of Miller's hollow" (which you 
must have in order to play this expansion). 16 of the 22 cards are new characters. Includes the Big Bad 
wolf, Bear Tamer and Cursed Wolf-Father. Scary stuff.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2013 8 28 8-28 10
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The Yeti Slalom Good £5.00
The players each control a team of snowboarders who attempt to complete the 'Yeti Slalom', so called 
because of the yetis at the side of the piste who hurl snowballs at the contenders - a hit is enough to take 
a boarder out of the race. Each turn a player can use a card to enter a new snowboarder into the race or 
move one of their snowboarders down the course or instead have a yeti hurl a snowball at an opponent's 
boarder. Snowball accuracy is determined by dice roll and is influenced by how close the yeti is. Boarders 
who finish the race score points as do opponents' boarders you took out of the race.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2001 3 5 4,5 6–12

Zum Kuckuck! In shrink £6.00
Card game, with 108 cards depicting comic birds, mainly cockatoos and cuckoos. Every round each player 
chooses a number card to play, and the highest two get nest cards. At the end of the round having the 
highest valued nest is a bad thing as they attract cuckoos - however a new nest replaces an old one, so 
'winning' a high value nest at the start of a hand isn't necessarily very bad. After a hand is played out the 
initial hands are reformed and passed to the left for replay! Whoever does best after everyone has played 
each hand is the winner. On the 2001 Spiel des Jahres recommendation list.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2001 3 5 3,4,5 10

Zirkus Flohcati Good £9.00
Card game. Players collect cards, and can either play sets of three of a kind to the table to score points 
immediately or hold them for points at the end of the round. At the end of the round the highest card in 
your hand for each of the 10 suits scores, and there is a bonus for the player who ends the round by 
having one card of each suit in hand. The mechanism for getting a card allows you to decide how much 
choice of cards you want, but the greater the choice, the greater the risk of disaster - and the 
opportunity to get a card is then missed. Light, but enjoyable. Recommended.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1998 2 5 2,3,4,5 6

PLEASE SEE OUR SMALLPRINT DOCUMENT FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
Game descriptions are personal opinions from Eamon, Andy, Hans or Adam.
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